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Annexing the West Bank and the Jordan Valley
Countdown to Achieve the ‘Alternative Homeland’ in Jordan Begins
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The Israeli  right  is  preparing  to  present  a  plan  to  overthrow the  Jordanian  king  after
annexing the Jordan Valley in the West Bank to realise the dream of Jordan being converted
to Palestine. They aim to establish a confederation between the PA and “Palestinian Jordan”
because the Israeli right is interested in annexing the West Bank without the millions of
Palestinians within it. Forcing them to head to Jordan.

Israel’s Haaretz newspaper revealed in late December the Israeli right-wing’s approaches
and plans, led by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. This is based on the claims that Israel
has major plans for Jordan, but these plans do not include the same king. This is evidenced
by several  articles and reports  written by right-wing Israeli  writers this  month who all
present similar justifications and results, the main of them all is to destroy the peace treaty
with Jordan.

Right-wing Israelis believe that annexing the Jordan Valley is a tactical operation aimed at
hitting  two  Israeli  birds  with  one  stone:  the  first  is  to  work  to  annex  the  West  Bank  and
cancel the peace agreement with Jordan, and the second is to topple the Hashemite royal
family and to embody the dream of Jordan being Palestine.

It is interesting that this dream is shared by all the Israeli right, with all its components and
currents, because they are enthusiastic supporters of the idea that Jordan is Palestine. The
ruling Israeli right has begun to detest King Abdullah II.

When King Abdullah is shamefully toppled, Israel will be able to complete its annexation of
the  West  Bank  and  establish  a  confederation  between  the  Palestinian  Authority  and
“Palestinian Jordan”.

Moreover, according to the Israeli perception, when that happens, the Palestinians in the
West Bank will obtain political rights in Jordan.

According to this Israeli theory, when the Palestinian state is established in Jordan, the
Palestinians  can  resolve  their  issue,  put  an  end  to  their  suffering  and  stop  using  armed
operations against Israel, because since 1988, Palestinians in the West Bank have been able
to obtain temporary Jordanian passports.

It is worth noting that the Israeli approach may contradict Jordan’s interest in reducing the
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total number of Palestinians in the kingdom because it refuses at the moment to receive
Palestinian refugees from Syria in the way it allowed Syrian and Iraqi refugees to seek
refuge on its soil.

Perhaps such aspirational Israeli calls towards Jordan are encouraged by the fact that the
two-state  solution  to  the  Palestinian-Israeli  conflict  is  no  longer  practical  or  realistic.
Meanwhile, there are claims that the alternative solution is the establishment of an Arab
Palestinian state east of the Jordan River, which will  achieve peace between Israel and
Palestine. They also claim that the river can be used to transport goods and products from
either side, with the Israeli Jewish state on one side and the Arab Palestinian country on the
other, side by side.

There is another Israeli scenario of Jordan hosting more Palestinians and instead of the
kingdom becoming a  Palestinian  republic,  they  become citizens  with  full  rights  in  the
Hashemite Kingdom.

The return of Gilad Sharon after a long absence was noteworthy. He is the son of the late
Prime Minister Ariel  Sharon, who had strong relations with the late King Hussein,  King
Abdullah’s father. Gilad Sharon returned to claim that the current Jordanian ling would not
dare to oppose the annexation of the Jordan Valley by Israel, because Israel has him by his
weak spot and the continuation of his rule depends on Israel. He also said that if the king
opened his mouth, Israel would turn off the water tap and leave the kingdom to go thirsty.

All  these are efforts to drive the king to cancel the peace agreement with Israel and allow
Tel Aviv to remove him.

King Abdullah finds himself caught between the anger of the Jordanian public and Israel. The
situation  of  his  government  has  become  really  difficult  because  his  country’s  budget  is
suffering,  the  sources  of  income are  declining,  the  Gulf  states,  which  have  always  been a
source of support for Jordan, have reduced their aid, and millions of Arab refugees have
flocked to the kingdom in recent years.

In spite of the increase of tensions between Jordan and Israel over the past year, security
coordination between them continues as usual and the intelligence cooperation is at its
best. This raises questions about the king failing to use this card to pressure Israel unless
this cooperation serves him and not the kingdom.
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